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About This Game

Pinkman is a fast-paced, action platformer about a lost man with pink skin and an incredible skill to fart.

Pinkman is set in deadly fantasy world called "The Mind", where many traps will try to cut your body in half when you struggle
to discover what happened, and keep yourself alive. Run, jump and fart throught a minimalistic and colorfull enviroument to

find the truth.

FEATURES

100 levels - Play 100 lovelly hand-crafted levels filled with deadly traps!

Tight controls - Jump over missiles, climb walls and avoid mines with ease, optmized controls for gamepads and
keyboards!

Hardcore difficulty - There's no fighting in Pinkman, so you'll have to rely on your speed, reflexes, and farts to survive!

Deadly traps - There are 20 types of traps ready to cut you in half, keep running and farting!

Cool soundtrack - Your thumbs may hate you, but your ears will love you!
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Title: Pinkman
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Green Dinosaur Games
Publisher:
Green Dinosaur Games
Release Date: 16 Jan, 2017
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99 cents and well worth your time. Great level design and nice tight controls. A game that would be fun to speedrun, if I did that
sort of thing. I'm looking forward to more.
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